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Recall

Locally Symmetric Spaces

G := the real points of a connected reductive group/Q,
K := a maximal compact subgroup of G,

AG := the identity component (R+)s of a maximal

Q-split torus in the center of G,

Γ := an arithmetic subgroup of G.

Let

D := G/KAG and X := Γ\D
be the corresponding symmetric and locally symmetric spaces.



Recall

The Symmetric Space Associated to a Parabolic
Subgroup . . .

P := the real points of a parabolic Q-subgroup of G,

NP := the unipotent radical of P ,

LP := the Levi quotient P/NP , a reductive algebraic group/Q,
KP := K ∩ P,

r(P ) := the parabolic rank, the number of proper parabolic

Q-subgroups in a maximal chain

P = Pr ( Pr−1 ( · · · ( P1 ( G,

AP := the identity component (R+)r(P)+s of a maximal

Q-split torus in center of LP .

The associated symmetric space is

DP := LP (R)/KPAP .



. . . and the Associated Arithmetic Quotients

ΓP := Γ ∩ P,
ΓNP := Γ ∩NP ,
ΓLP := ΓP/ΓNP .

The associated locally symmetric space is

XP := ΓLP\DP
and the associated compact nil-manifold is

N′P := ΓNP\NP .

If Q ⊇ P , extend notation to the parabolic Q-subgroup P/NQ of

LQ by adding a superscript Q: NQ
P , N

′Q
P , etc.



Recall

The Reductive Borel-Serre Compactification X̂

∆P := simple roots of the action of LP on nP = Lie(NP ),

|∆P | := (r(P )− 1)-dimensional simplex with vertex set ∆P ,

P := Γ-conjugacy classes of parabolic Q-subgroups of G

(a poset).

Stratification:

X̂ :=
∐

P∈P

XP .

Link of the stratum XP :

(N′P × |∆P |)/∼ :=
∐

Q>P

N
′Q
P × |∆

Q
P |
◦. •

•
XP

XR

XQ

N′
P
×|∆P |◦



L-modules and Micro-support

An L-module M is a combinatorial analogue of a constructible

complex of sheaves on X̂. The micro-support SS(M) of an L-

module is a combinatorial invariant that controls the cohomology

of the L-module.

This theory was developed to prove the following generalization

of the conjecture of Rapoport (1986) and Goresky and MacPher-

son (1988):

Theorem (S.(2001)). Let X∗ be a Satake compactification for

which all real boundary components are equal-rank. There is a

natural quasi-isomorphism IpC(X∗;E) ∼= π∗IpC(X̂;E) and hence

an isomorphism IpH(X∗;E) ∼= IpH(X̂;E).

The theory has many other applications to the cohomology of

locally symmetric spaces, some realized, some conjectural.



After introducing the theory, we will state and sketch the proof
of

• a Vanishing Theorem for cohomology of an L-module based
on the micro-support

and apply it to yield a vanishing theorem for ordinary cohomology
H(X;E).

In the last talk we will discuss

• a Micro-purity Theorem for IpC(X̂;E), and

• a Functoriality Theorem for micro-support,

which will conclude the proof of the Goresky-MacPherson-Rapoport
conjecture.



Motivation for L-modules

Consider the inclusions

iP : XP ↪→ X̂ and ı̂P : X̂P ↪→ X̂.

A constructible complex of sheaves S has the property that

H(i!PS), the local cohomology supported on XP , is a finitely

generated locally constant sheaf. Thus S determines a family of

graded representations of ΓLP ⊂ LP .

In contrast, an L-module will be a family of graded representa-

tions EP of LP (together with some connecting data).

The usual derived functors on complexes of sheaves have versions

for L-modules.



Simplest Example

Sheaf version: Let E be a representation of Γ ⊂ G and E the

associated locally constant sheaf on X.

Let S = RiG∗E. The local cohomology H(i∗PS) along XP is

H(i∗PRiG∗E) = H(N′P × |∆P |◦;E) ∼= H(N′P ;E),

a ΓLP -module.

L-module version: Now let E be a representation of G itself.

Let M = iG∗E (for L-modules we omit the “R”). The local

cohomology H(i∗PM) along XP should be an LP -module which

is isomorphic as a ΓLP -module to H(N′P ;E).

What is it?



The Theorem of Nomizu and Van Est

Theorem (Nomizu (1954), van Est (1958)). If E is an al-

gebraic representation of G, then there is an isomorphism of

ΓLP -modules

H(N′P ;E) ∼= H(nP ;E)

given by the inclusion of invariant differential forms into the de

Rham complex.

However H(nP ;E) is an LP -module: lift LP to L̃P ⊆ G and

let it act on the complex
∧

n∗P ⊗ E; the induced action on the

cohomology H(nP ;E) is independent of the lift.



The Definition of an L-module

An L-module M on X̂ consists of

• for all P ∈ P, a graded algebraic representation EP of LP ;

• for all P ≤ Q, degree 1 morphisms fPQ : H(nQP ;EQ)
[1]−−→ EP .

This data must satisfy the condition that for all P ≤ R,
∑

P≤Q≤R
fPQ ◦H(nQP ; fQR) = 0.

Note: we can view H(nQP ; fQR) as a map H(nRP ;ER)→ H(nQP ;EQ)
since

H(nRP ;ER) ∼= H(nQP ;H(nRQ;ER)).

An L-module on a locally closed union of strata W is defined
similarly.



An L-module on a Single Stratum

By specializing the preceding definition it follows that an L-

module on a single stratum XP consists of

• a graded algebraic representation EP of LP ;

• a degree 1 morphism fPP : EP
[1]−−→ EP .

This data must satisfy the condition that

fPP ◦ fP ) = 0.

In other words, an L-module on XP is a complex (EP , fPP ) of

LP -modules.



Morphisms of L-modules

Let M and M′ be L-modules.

A morphism φ = (φ··): M→M′ consists of graded maps

φPQ : H(nQP ;EQ) −→ E′P for all P ≤ Q
satisfying
∑

P≤Q≤R
φPQ◦H(nQP ; fQR) =

∑

P≤Q≤R
f ′PQ◦H(nQP ;φQR) for all P ≤ R.

In order to construct a category which is a true analogue of

the constructible derived category of sheaves, one must define

a notion of “homotopy” of L-module morphisms and consider

homotopy equivalence classes. No localization is needed! We

will not do this here however.



General M with

P = {P < Q1, Q2 < G} EP

fPP

H(nQ1
P ;EQ1

)

fPQ1

EQ1

fQ1Q1

H(nQ2
P ;EQ2

)

fPQ2

H(nP ;EG)

fPG

H(nQ1
;EG)

fQ1G

EQ2

fQ2Q2

H(nQ2
;EG)

fQ2G

EG

fGG



Special Differential Forms

A special differential form φ on X is locally a pullback of an NP -
invariant form on YP under the geodesic retraction B×c(|∆P |)→
B (Goresky, Harder, and MacPherson, 1994).

A sp(X̂;E) := sheaf whose sections over U ⊂ X̂ are the special

differential forms on the inverse image Ũ ⊆ X.

A sp(X̂;E) is a fine resolution of RiG∗E and hence

H(Γ(X̂,A sp(X̂;E))) = H(X;E).

There is a restriction morphism

kP : A sp(X̂;E) −→ ı̂P∗A sp(X̂P ;H(nP ;E))

and more generally

kPQ : A sp(X̂Q;EQ) −→ ı̂P∗A sp(X̂P ;H(nQP ;EQ)).



Realization of L-modules

The realization S(M) of an L-module M on X̂ is the complex
of sheaves



⊕

P∈P

ı̂P∗A sp(X̂P ;EP ),
∑

P≤Q∈P

dPQ




where

dPQ =




dP +A sp(X̂P ; fPP ) if P = Q

A sp(X̂P ; fPQ) ◦ kPQ if P < Q.

Here dP is the de Rham differential on A sp(X̂P ;EP ).

M 7→ S(M) is a functor from L-modules to complexes of sheaves.

The cohomology of an L-module M is

H(X̂;M) := H(X̂;S(M)).



Example of S(M) A sp(X̂P ;EP )

dPP

A sp(X̂Q1
;EQ1

)

dQ1Q1

dPQ1

A sp(X̂Q2
;EQ2

)

dQ2Q2

dPQ2

A sp(X̂;EG)

dGG

dQ2G

dQ1G

dPG



Examples of L-modules

M EP ’s H(X̂;M)

iG∗E
{
EG = E,

EP = 0 (P 6= G)
H(X;E)

iG!E

{
EG = E,

EP = H(nP ;E)[−r(P )] (P 6= G)
Hc(X;E)

IpC(X̂;E)





EG = E,

EP = ⊕j>p(dim nP+1)H
j(nP ;E)[−1]

(P maximal)
EP = an inductive formula

(P non-maximal)

IpH(X̂;E)

The last example specializes to ordinary cohomology and homol-

ogy of X̂. A weighted cohomology L-modules also exists.



Functors on L-modules

For an inclusion k : Z ↪→ W , the usual functors k!, k∗, k!, and

k∗ may be defined for L-modules. Under the realization functor,

they correspond with their analogues on the derived category of

sheaves: S(k∗M′) = Rk∗S(M′), etc.

The functor k!M simply restricts the data of M to strata in Z,

for example

i!PM = (EP , fPP ),

an L-module on XP . This is the complex which computes the

local cohomology supported on XP .

The functor k∗M′ simply extends the data of M′ by zero.

Here are some more examples . . .



M EP

fPP

H(nQ1
P ;EQ1

)

fPQ1

EQ1

fQ1Q1

H(nQ2
P ;EQ2

)

fPQ2

H(nP ;EG)

fPG

H(nQ1
;EG)

fQ1G

EQ2

fQ2Q2

H(nQ2
;EG)

fQ2G

EG

fGG



ı̂!Q1
M EP

fPP

H(nQ1
P ;EQ1

)

fPQ1

EQ1

fQ1Q1



M, local cohomology

complex at XQ1
EP

fPP

H(nQ1
P ;EQ1

)

fPQ1

EQ1

fQ1Q1

H(nQ2
P ;EQ2

)

fPQ2

H(nP ;EG)

fPG

H(nQ1
;EG)

fQ1G

EQ2

fQ2Q2

H(nQ2
;EG)

fQ2G

EG

fGG



i∗Q1
M, local cohomology

complex at XQ1

EQ1

fQ1Q1

H(nQ1
;EG)

H(nQ1
;fGG)

fQ1G



M, local cohomology

complex at XP
EP

fPP

H(nQ1
P ;EQ1

)

fPQ1

EQ1

fQ1Q1

H(nQ2
P ;EQ2

)

fPQ2

H(n
Q2
P

;fQ2Q2
)

H(nP ;EG)

fPG

H(nQ1
;EG)

fQ1G

EQ2

fQ2Q2

H(nQ2
;EG)

fQ2G

EG

fGG



i∗PM, local cohomology

complex at XP
EP

fPP

H(nQ1
P ;EQ1

)

H(n
Q1
P

;fQ1Q1
)

fPQ1

H(nQ2
P ;EQ2

)

fPQ2

H(n
Q2
P

;fQ2Q2
)

H(nP ;EG)

fPG

H(n
Q1
P

;fQ1G
)

H(n
Q2
P

;fQ2G
)

H(nP ;fGG)



Micro-support SS(M) of an L-module M

V = irreducible representation of LP .

Write LP = MPAP and hence V = V |MP
⊗ ξV .

Define QV ≥ P such that

∆QV
P = {α ∈∆P | (ξV + ρ, α) < 0 }.

Simplifying Assumption: (ξV + ρ, α) 6= 0 for all α.

Define SSess(M) = the set of those V (for all P ∈ P) such that

(V |MP
)∗ ∼= V |MP

, and(i)

H(i∗P ı̂
!
QV
M)V 6= 0.(ii)

The subscript V denotes the V -isotypical component.



What does “(i) (V |MP
)∗ ∼= V |MP

” mean?

The involution

V |MP
7→ (V |MP

)∗

corresponds to an involution on highest weights,

µ|hMP 7→ τP (µ|hMP ).

If ρ is one-half the sum of the positive roots, it is easy to see

that

τP (ρ)|hMP = ρ|hMP .

Thus condition (i) holds if and only if

τP (µ+ ρ)|hMP = (µ+ ρ)|hMP ;

we say that V |MP
is conjugate self-contragredient.



The Involution τP

The involution τP was studied by by Borel and Casselman (1983).
Its action on the simple roots may be seen on the Dynkin diagram
of lPC; it is the composition of

the opposition involution := the unique nontrivial invo-

lution of the Dynkin diagram if it exists, except for type

Dn, n even, where it is trivial, and

and the “∗-action” of complex conjugation (Tits, 1966).

If h contains a maximal R-split abelian subalgebra and the or-
dering of roots is compatible with an ordering of the R-roots,
then the “∗-action” of complex conjugation is simply complex
conjugation as in the Satake diagram.

On the other hand, if h is a fundamental (:= maximally com-
pact) θ-stable Cartan subalgebra of lP and the positive system
is θ-stable, then τP = θ.



What does “(ii) H(i∗P ı̂
!
QV
M)V 6= 0” mean?

Consider the long exact sequence of the pair (U,U \ (U ∩ X̂QV ))
where U is a small neighborhood of a point of XP . Equation (ii)
is equivalent to

XP
XQV

•

XR

X

H(U ;M)V

XP ..............
..XQV

XR

X

H(U \ (U ∩ X̂QV );M)V

failing to be an isomorphism in some degree.

Define

c(V ;M) ≤ d(V ;M)

to be the least and greatest degrees where H(i∗P ı̂
!
QV
M)V 6= 0.



Kostant’s Theorem

Choose a positive roots for gC containing those in nPC and set

W :=Weyl group of gC,

WP :=Weyl group of lPC,

`(w) :=the length of w ∈W ,

WP :=minimal length coset representatives of WP\W .

In calculations of micro-support, the following is essential:

Theorem (Kostant (1961)). Assume E is irreducible with high-

est weight λ. Then there is an isomorphism of LP -modules

H(nP ;E) ∼=
⊕

w∈WP

H(nP ;E)w =
⊕

w∈WP

Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ[−`(w)] ,

where Vµ is the irreducible LP -module with highest weight µ and

[−`(w)] denotes a shift in degree.



Example: Calculation of SS(iG∗E)

i∗P ı̂
!
Q(iG∗E) =




H(nP ;E) if Q = G,

0 if Q 6= G.

By Kostant’s theorem we see

SSess(iG∗E) =
∐

P

{
Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ

∣∣∣ (w(λ+ ρ), α) < 0 for all α ∈∆P ,

τP (w(λ + ρ)|hMP ) = w(λ+ ρ)|hMP
}

and

c(Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ; iG∗E) = d(Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ; iG∗E) = `(w).



Vanishing Theorem for the Cohomology of an L-module

Define

c(M) = inf
V ∈SSess(M)

1
2(dimDP − dimDP (V )) + c(V ;M) ,

d(M) = sup
V ∈SSess(M)

1
2(dimDP + dimDP (V )) + d(V ;M) ,

where DP (V ) is a maximal dimensional sub-symmetric space as-

sociated to any reductive R-subgroup of MP whose roots (with

respect to a fundamental Cartan subalgebra and any θ-stable

positive system) are orthogonal to the highest weight of V .

Vanishing Theorem.Hi(X̂;M) = 0 for i /∈ [c(M), d(M)].

In particular, H(X̂;M) ≡ 0 if SSess(M) = ∅.



Application to Ordinary Cohomology

Note that

dimDP = dimX − dim nP − dimAGP ,

while if E has regular highest weight, it is not difficult to check

that

dimDP (Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ) = C-rankG− dimAP − rankKP .

We have seen that for Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ ∈ SSess(iG∗E),

c(Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ; iG∗E) = d(Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ; iG∗E) = `(w).



Thus the vanishing theorem shows that H i(X;E) = 0 for

i <
1

2
(dimX − C-rankG+ rankAG + rankKP − dim nP ) + `(w).

We need to estimate `(w) under the above assumption that

Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ|MP
is conjugate self-contragredient and

(w(λ+ ρ), α) < 0 for all α ∈∆P .



The Basic Lemma
Lemma (S. (2001)). Let E be an irreducible G-module with
highest weight λ. Let P be a parabolic Q-subgroup and let
w ∈WP . Set V = Vw(λ+ρ)−ρ and assume that V |MP

is conjugate
self-contragredient.

(i) If (w(λ + ρ), α) ≤ 0 for all α ∈∆P , then

`(w) ≥ 1
2(dim nP + (rankK − rankKP )).

(ii) If (w(λ + ρ), α) ≥ 0 for all α ∈∆P , then

`(w) ≤ 1
2(dim nP − (rankK − rankKP )).

The lemma generalizes an observation of Casselman (1983) in
the R-rank 1 case.

A further strengthening of the lemma will be essential later for
micro-purity of intersection cohomology and functoriality.



If we apply the estimate on `(w) from the Basic Lemma to our

vanishing range we obtain

Corollary (S. (2001, 2003), Li and Schwermer (to appear

in Duke Math. J.)). If X is a locally symmetric space and E

has regular highest weight, then

Hi(X;E) = 0

for i < 1
2(dimX − C-rankG+ rankK + rankAG).

The corollary answers a question posed by Jacques Tilouine.

Li and Schwermer independently obtained the corollary by sub-

stantially different methods.



Sketch of proof of Vanishing Theorem for H(X̂;M)

Return now to the vanishing theorem for L-modules:

Vanishing Theorem.Hi(X̂;M) = 0 for i /∈ [c(M), d(M)].

In the following slides we offer a sketch of the proof of the

vanishing theorem.

We recall that

c(M) = inf
V ∈SSess(M)

1
2(dimDP − dimDP (V )) + c(V ;M) ,

d(M) = sup
V ∈SSess(M)

1
2(dimDP + dimDP (V )) + d(V ;M) .



Consider the complex of global sections of the realization sheaf.

Each element of this complex is actually a collection of forms,

one for each stratum XQ as indicated below. We would like to

use Hodge theory, but we don’t want the L2 growth conditions

of the metric (for which the strata are at infinite distance).

• XQ1
•
XP

XQ2

X



Use the Arthur-Langlands partition, as extended to X in (S.,

1997). There is a natural piecewise analytic diffeomorphism of

X with the central region X0 (which is a compact domain with

corners within X).

• XQ1
•
XP

XQ2

X0



Use this diffeomorphism to start over: let the central region X0

play the role of X.

· ·

X0



Now we have a compact Riemannian manifold with corners: no

extraneous L2-growth conditions. We can mimic the construc-

tion of X̂ and of the realization but now on X0.

X0



The proof is now a combinatorial extension of an argument in

(S.-Stern, 1990). We use Hodge theory to compute H(X̂;M).

It vanishes if we have an estimate

(∗) ‖dφ‖2 + ‖d∗φ‖2 ≥ c‖φ‖2

for all compactly supported “forms”.

•
X0Q1 •

X0P

X0Q2

X0



Consider a cylindrical cover {WP}. Arrange the overlaps to be

large (may have to adjust the Arthur-Langlands partition) and

hence there exists a partition of unity {ηP} with |dηP | < ε.

Thus estimate (∗) for all WP implies estimate (∗) globally. So

we can restrict our attention to a single WP .

•
X0Q1 •

X0P

X0Q2

X0



In WP we can apply harmonic projection to our forms along the

nilmanifold fibers N
′Q
P (Zucker, 1982). After this, each stratum

within WP has the form (−AQP ∩A
Q+
P (bQ))×XP . The first factor

here is a “truncated cone”: specifically −AQP is the exponential

of the cone spanned by the negative roots −∆Q
P , while A

Q+
P (bQ)

is the exponential of the dominant cone shifted by a parameter.

•
X0P



Since we are seeking an estimate on compactly supported forms,

it suffices to find the estimate after we extend these strata to
−AQP ×XP .

−AQ1
P
×XP

•
XP

−AQ2
P
×XP

−AP×XP



Fix an irreducible representation V of LP and consider the V -

isotypical component of our forms. If we take cohomology on

each summand we obtain

H(2)(
−AQ1

P ×XP ;V⊗ Cρ)⊗
HomLP

(V,H(nQ1

P ;EQ1
))

dPQ1 H(2)(XP ;V⊗ Cρ)⊗
HomLP

(V,EP)

H(2)(
−AP ×XP ;V⊗ Cρ)⊗
HomLP

(V,H(nP ;EG))

dQ1G

dPG

dQ2G H(2)(
−AQ2

P ×XP ;V⊗ Cρ)⊗
HomLP

(V,H(nQ2

P ;EQ2
))

dPQ2

Write ∆P = {α1, α2} and ∆Qi
P = {αi}. Suppose (for example)

that ξV satisfies

(ξV + ρ, α1) < 0 (ξV + ρ, α2) > 0.



Since the L2-cohomology of a half-line with positive exponential

weight vanishes, we obtain

H(2)(XP ;V)⊗
HomLP

(V,H(nQ1

P ;EQ1
))

dPQ1 H(2)(XP ;V)⊗
HomLP

(V,EP)

0

dQ1G

dPG

dQ2G 0

dPQ2

However, QV = Q1 in this case so the cohomology is

H(2)(XP ;V)⊗HomLP (V,H(i∗P ı̂
!
QV
M))



We need to analyze

H(2)(XP ;V)⊗HomLP (V,H(i∗P ı̂
!
QV
M)).

A vanishing theorem for L2-cohomology (next slide) shows the

first term vanishes unless (V |MP
)∗ ∼= V |MP

and the degree is in

[1
2(dimDP − dimDP (V )), 1

2(dimDP + dimDP (V ))].

In this case the second term vanishes unless V ∈ SSess(M) and

the degree is in [c(V ;M), d(V ;M)].

This proves the vanishing theorem for L-modules.



Vanishing Theorem for L2-cohomology

The result on L2-cohomology we need is the

Theorem (S.-Stern (1990), S. (2001)).

(i) If (E|MG
)∗ 6∼= E|MG

, then H(2)(X;E) = 0.

(ii) If (E|MG
)∗ ∼= E|MG

, then Hi
(2)(X;E) = 0 for

i /∈ [
1

2
(dimD − dimD(E)),

1

2
(dimD + dimD(E))].

This was proven by S. and Stern (1990) based on work of Raghu-
nathan (1966, 1979). A summery of the proof is in S. (2001).
Alternatively Vogan and Zuckerman (1984) (based on work by
Kumaresan (1980)) give a vanishing theorem for (g,K)-modules
which implies a vanishing theorem for L2-cohomology. The re-
sult is equivalent to that above.
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